The Human and the Hunted

~Rise of the Great Assembly~ BOOK I ___ Earth. 11,000 BCE. A galaxy wide war between
sentient machines rages, and Earth is in the crossfire. Oblivious to the deadly peril above, Far
Runner and his tribe face their own struggles. An unstable climate forces the group to migrate
south, and into the sights of a ruthless human foe. A merciless attack tears Runner away from
his family and friends. Meanwhile, an alien cyborg soldier is stranded on Earth, one of the
worlds her fighter wing had been battling over. Her views and identity are challenged when
she finds herself face to face with a determined human named Far Runner. As if there werent
enough problems, Moorr, a radioactive four-legged freighter pilot and drug smuggler, is
displaced by a relic of the war; an artificial, wormhole-like bypass leading to another star
system. His transit destroys the bypass, but Moorr is unaware of his inability to return home.
Enamored by the areas wealth of resources, Moorr greedily starts filling his cargo holds,
failing to realize how deadly his presence is to local life. Theres only one way for Moorr, the
cyborg, and Far Runner to survive and solve their problems. The three disparate alien beings
must recognize each other, step beyond their comfort zones, and learn to cooperate. Earths
fate depends on it. ~ The story sucked me right in. The aliens are interesting, very different.
-Capt. Bill Enjoyable characters, from humans and aliens to sentient machines, who arent
perfect and have their unique quirks. The sentient starfighter, suffering from a type of post
traumatic stress disorder, struggles with a temper. Another favorite is a hermaphrodite
four-legged heavy gravity alien who pilots a cargo ship that has flawed artificial gravity and is
overrun by some kind of plant growth and an ecosystem of small animals. I enjoyed reading
the alien points of view. The humans were just as interesting, their struggles kept me turning
the pages. ~ Rise of the Great Assembly ~ Book I
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Human hunting refers to humans being hunted and killed for other persons' revenge, pleasure,
entertainment, sports or sustenance. There have been historical. Ancient humans used complex
hunting techniques to ambush and kill antelopes, gazelles, wildebeest and other large animals
at least two. A leading tourism expert even believes hunting humans could be in fear' scenario
could lead to the sci-fi nightmare of humans hunted for.
Despite popular theories to the contrary, early humans evolved not as aggressive hunters, but
as prey of many predators. Humans are no more. A South African anthropologist says his
research into the death of the famous Taung child shows that human ancestors were hunted
by birds. As Jake says, the short story (not book) â€œThe Most Dangerous Gameâ€• was
published in It was required reading when I was in elementary school in the 50s. The languid,
slow-moving sloth we know today is the inspiration behind a thousand memes, but in ancient
times, giant members of their kind.
Plenty of animals have gone extinct in Earth's lifetime. Dinosaurs are one of the many
examples of mass extinction by natural causes, but various other spe. Dogs are one of the few
animals that can outrun humans in both they almost certainly hunted with more than one
person, I imagine you. The humans who hunted these behemoths must have been badasses. It's
been difficult to tell whether humans hunted them at all, though. The new finds suggest that
humans not only hunted cave lions, but also valued them enough to bling out their homes with
the predator's full. If You've Always Wanted To Hunt a Live Human, Here's Your Willing
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Prey . Would I rather be hunted with paintballs or rubber bullets or.
A COMPUTER simulation of the first human invasion of North America shows that the
woolly mammoth, horses, giant bison and dozens of other.
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